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Abstracts
Session 1: Data acquisition
The purpose, practicalities, pitfalls and policies of managing and sharing data in the UK. Dr
Danny Kingsley, Head of Scholarly Communication, Cambridge University.
Why do we share data? What is involved? And what should we look out for? This talk will be a brief
overview of aspects of managing and sharing data beginning with the latest developments in UK data
management including the policy positions of institutions, funders, government and
publishers. Considering the basics of research data management, there will be an exploration of the
skillsets required for managing and curating data, and the current opportunities (or otherwise) for
training in this area. The practice of sharing data requires the work to be intelligible, assessable and
reusable which comes down to the metadata and takes us back to research data management. When
preparing to share data, issues such as who owns the data arise - there are potential concerns about
collaborations when one party is required to share data and the other is not. The talk will conclude with
a brief look at the consequences of not sharing data, and how data is discovered and shared through
institutional, cross disciplinary and disciplinary repositories and new data journals.

Allotrope Foundation, how a data standard and taxonomy for analytical data will support
data integration and knowledge generation. Dr Gerhard Noelken, Technology and Innovation
Group, Pfizer Pharmaceutical Sciences.
This presentation will provide an update on the progress of the Allotrope Foundation towards delivering
a Framework solution for managing analytical chemistry data throughout its lifecycle. It will include
details on the deliverables, timelines, and results not only on the Allotrope Framework delivery but also
on the Integration projects happening across many of the Allotrope member companies.
The intelligent analytical laboratory is moving closer to reality; an automated laboratory where data,
methods and processes are seamlessly shared between software applications and analytical
instruments.
The Framework leverages emerging standards including: the Allotrope Data Format to store the
analytical chemistry results, a set of taxonomies to provide accurate metadata for laboratory systems;
and class libraries to provide access to data, metadata, and business objects.

Why we should embrace learnings from other industries. Peter Boogaard, Industrial Lab
Automation.
Why can we connect almost any smartphone in our personal lives and why do we need a professor to
transfer simple results in our scientific laboratories to our lab computer systems? What can we learn
how other industries with comparable scientific, regulated and safety constraints? Cheating is allowed,
to re-align our scientific industry and to take advantage of learnings from other industries. This
presentation will be highlighting some concrete examples and ideas to start the mindset shift.

Session 2: Data and Information Management
Automation in Analytical Laboratories: A teaching perspective. Professor Krishna Persaud,
School of Chemical Engineering and Analytical Science, University of Manchester.
Black box measurement devices and multiuser information management systems are causing glassware
and laboratory notebooks to become increasingly rare in the analytical laboratory. While the throughput
of these laboratories becomes very high, a threat that is often articulated is the dehumanisation of
laboratory activities, reducing the demand for intellectual input, and negation of any fundamental
understanding of the science and technological processes in use. The convergence of laboratory
automation and laboratory informatics means that traditional ways of teaching analytical science
students have to be thrown out of the window and new strategies developed so that the students are
taught basic scientific understanding of the principles involved in measurements, but also become
familiar with laboratory information management systems and new techniques of knowledge
management. This presentation will reflect on potential best practices for teaching undergraduate and
graduate students analytical science in the context of laboratory automation.

HELM (Hierarchical Editing Language for Macromolecules): A Pistoia Alliance project
providing a standard for the storage and exchange of macromolecule structural information
in the information ecosystem. John Wise, Executive Director Business Development - Europe,
Pistoia Alliance.
Life science R&D, and in particular pharmaceutical industry R&D, is experiencing an unprecedented and
perhaps inexorable trend towards externalization and virtualization. As such efficient information flows
through the information ecosystem are self-evidently essential to support this externalized research
paradigm. However, is there sufficient standardization in data formats and metadata descriptions to
support efficient information flow?
The Pistoia Alliance identified one specific example of an unmet need for such an information standard.
There was no open standard for the computer-based definition of macromolecule structural
information. As such the Pistoia Alliance launched its HELM project – the Hierarchical Editing Language
for Macromolecules.
This talk will commence with a brief overview of the Pistoia Alliance as a member-driven, open
innovation organisation, responding to the challenges of the information ecosystem. The Pistoia Alliance
HELM project will be examined in more detail including the origins of this idea, an update on its current
status, and a report provided on the increasing adoption of this standard – and the key players in the
adoption story.

Ensuring the machine learner gets the right tuition and AI gets its nose; standardisation and
benchmarking in diagnostic marker discovery in exhaled breath. Professor C.L. Paul Thomas,
Centre for Analytical Science, Chemistry Department, Loughborough University.
There is a convergence of developments and capabilities that are driving the technology needed for
non-invasive and rapid diagnosis and patient stratification. The potential of low-cost pervasive
diagnostics is enticing with the prospect of earlier diagnosis, better management of care, and reduced
care costs. However such a prospect remains firmly in the future. First molecular markers of injury,
disease and distress must be characterised and translated into clinical practice, and then embodied into
the “web of things”; integrated sensor systems that are reliable and affordable.
Examples of non-invasive breath based diagnosis are a good demonstration of this area of development
as well as highlighting the complexity and difficulty of delivering reliable candidate molecular markers
for trials, tests and development. Research in this space is driving measurements to the limits of
currently achievable sensitivity with concomitant challenges for data processing and multi-variate
modelling. The generation of such data demands a step change in the issues of proficiency, efficacy,
standards, standardisation and benchmarking, right down to statistical process control within the
breathing processes being sampled. These concepts will be studied through two case studies: one on
sample storage and the other on benchmarking and proficiency.

Session 3: Information and Knowledge from Data
Building the utopian dream – toward the integrated, paperless drug discovery lab. Dr Allan
Jordan, Head of Chemistry, Drug Discovery Unit, Cancer Research UK Manchester Institute.
Whilst the paperless laboratory has been forecast for several decades, progress toward its delivery has
been slow.
Building a drug discovery team from scratch in 2009 has allowed us a rare opportunity to build an
integrated informatics system from the ground up and has allowed us to think creatively about how we
might finally deliver such an environment. However, this dream is not without its challenges. As a small
team with limited informatics experience, integrating a centralised database with disparate items of lab
equipment, on a limited budget, to deliver a useable system, has presented interesting challenges which
we have sought creative ways to overcome.
This talk will describe the infrastructure we have implemented, or progress to date and some thoughts
on where we would like to be in the near future. We will also discuss some of the problems
encountered along the way and how we have chosen to address issues which are not uncommon to
many drug discovery groups.

Using machine learning and cloud technologies for point-of-care in vitro diagnostics. Dr Omer
Casher, Chief Data Officer, SIME Diagnostics, Stevenage Bioscience Catalyst.
The transfer of in vitro data analysis of bodily fluid samples from the R&D laboratory into a real world
clinical setting is a complex challenge that can potentially be addressed using digital innovations not
hitherto implemented in healthcare. In particular, machine learning algorithms, implemented in a public
cloud infrastructure can be optimised for specific disease areas such as diabetes. The success of such a
configuration is predicated upon effective data QC, automated workflows, and end-to-end regulatory
compliance.

Enabling creative scientists to focus on science: automation, workflows, dashboards, insight,
aha!!!. Martin Owen, Data to Insight Activist, GlaxoSmithKline.
For the past 15 years the climate that the pharmaceutical industry operates in has changed dramatically.
Three-yearly cycles of reorganisation, relentless downsizing, and a more flexible workforce with
increased outsourcing and temporary contracts comes at the cost of organisational learning, knowledge
accumulation and knowledge sharing. At the same time, advances in automation and monitoring
techniques push the bottleneck from experimentation to data processing.
The aim of this presentation is to show how the concept of “apps” can off-set this risk by providing more
effective tools that are easier to use for both expert modellers and mainstream scientists and
management. We make data more accessible, standardise workflows and interrogate Interactive
dashboards to manage complexity, assess risk, evaluate control options and communicate insights.
The presentation will demo three apps in areas as diverse as biopharmaceuticals, formulation and
accelerated stability in order to show the speed, simplicity and rigour that are possible using modern
data analytics.

Session 4. How do we get There: Meeting Summary and Structured
Discussion
Building the links. Mr Richard Kidd, Royal Society of Chemistry.
What other initiatives and activities are already running, and what new ones are needed? What role
should the Royal Society of Chemistry have in connecting these together?
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